The electrocaloric effect (ECE) can be described as the temperature change of a material under adiabatic condition in response to an applied electric field which is the converse pyroelectric effect that exists in all ferroelectric materials[@b1]. Due to their significantly temperature-dependent spontaneous polarization, ferroelectric materials based on the perovskite-structured oxides possess large ECE, and have been considered as prime candidates for solid state cooling devices[@b2][@b3][@b4]. In particular, the recent finding of giant ECE near the ferroelectric transition temperature in the Pb(Zr,Ti)O~3~ thin films[@b5] makes this field has been drawn considerable attention.

On the other hand, with the miniaturization of modern electronic devices, cooling these devices with high performance becomes a challenge issue due to the small size. One of the possible solutions would be the application of the ECE of ferroelectric nanostructures or low-dimensional ferroelectrics, such as ferroelectric ultrathin films, nanotubes and nanodots. For low-dimensional ferroelectrics, the enhanced depolarization field and strong polarization-strain coupling can alter the polarization distribution, the ferroelectric transition temperature, the dielectric, pyroelectric as well as electrocaloric properties[@b6][@b7][@b8], which makes them completely different from their bulk counterparts[@b9][@b10]. To understand the ECE of low-dimensional ferroelectrics, there are extensive studies on ferroelectric thin films in which the ECE can be tuned through epitaxial strain, composition, temperature and electric field[@b11][@b12][@b13][@b14].

Although the ECE of ferroelectric thin films has been extensively investigated, the ECE for other low dimensional ferroelectrics, such as ferroelectric nanotubes and nanodots, has seldom been investigated in the literature. The cooling devices with low dimensional ferroelectrics and high performance are essential for the development of next generation nano-electronic chips. Furthermore, low dimensional ferroelectrics, such ferroelectric nanotubes, have been successfully fabricated in experiments[@b15][@b16][@b17], which makes it possible to be used in the nano ECE cooling devices. Differing from the planar ferroelectric thin film, the unique geometry of ferroelectric nanotubes provides more dedicated interplay among the depolarization field, strain, temperature and polarization, which may induce novel property and high performance. Therefore, it is of fundamental significance and technologic importance to understand the ECE of ferroelectric nanotubes.

In general, the ECE of ferroelectrics intrinsically comes from the temperature dependence of polarization[@b18], which becomes significant only near the ferroelectric phase transition where the polarization undergoes a dramatic change with temperature. The ferroelectric phase transition temperature is often much higher than room temperature, which limits the application of ferroelectrics in solid state cooling devices. In addition to the intrinsic contribution, the ECE of ferroelectrics is also dependent on the extrinsic contribution due to the change of domain structures[@b19][@b20]. Our previous work[@b21] shows that the extrinsic contribution from the domain transition driven by temperature can significantly enhance the ECE of bulk PbTiO~3~ ferroelectrics subjected to an external strain. Nevertheless, the large ECE induced by domain transition exhibits only in high-temperature range although it is below the Curie temperature of bulk PbTiO~3~ ferroelectrics. The domain transition temperature is usually close to the ferroelectric transition temperature. Due to the enhancement of depolarization field, the ferroelectric transition temperature decreases when the size of ferroelectrics decreases[@b22]. Correspondingly, the domain transition temperature may also decrease with the decrease of size, implying that large ECE is possible to be induced by domain transition near room temperature. In the present work, the electrocaloric properties of ferroelectric nanotubes are investigated using a phase field model as a function of strain, temperature, and electric field. We demonstrate that the large ECE induced by domain transition can be realized near room temperature in the ferroelectric nanotubes epitaxially grown on a substrate as shown in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, in which the misfit strain plays a critical role.

Results
=======

Temperature-dependent domain transition and phase transition
------------------------------------------------------------

[Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows the 3D polarization distributions with different temperatures and electric fields in the ferroelectric nanotubes subjected to an in-plane compressive strain of ε~11~ = ε~22~ = −0.39%. Due to the existence of top and bottom dead layers, the ferroelectric nanotube is close to an open-circuit boundary condition. In the absence of electric field, polarizations form a vortex structure for all given temperatures, in which the vortex axis coincides with the *x*~3~ axis as shown in [Fig. 2 (a) and (b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. The vortex structure reduces depolarization energy greatly through the head-to-tail arrangement of polarization vectors in the *x*~1~--*x*~2~ plane. However, the polarizations form a multi-domain pattern with 90° domain wall in the appearance of electric field when the temperature is lower than 30°C, as shown in [Fig. 2 (c)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. In the multi-domain state, most polarizations are along the direction of electric field to reduce the external electric energy. Nevertheless, some polarizations are in the *x*~1~--*x*~2~ plane to decrease the elastic energy through the formation of 90° domain wall. When the temperature increases, all polarizations are along the direction of electric field and form a single domain, which is induced by the decrease of polarization magnitudes. For small polarization magnitude, the contribution of elastic energy to the whole system becomes weaker. The single domain state with smaller polarization magnitude will not induce large elastic energy. The transition from multiply domain state to single domain is a consequence of the minimization of total free energy in the system, which involves a dedicated interplay among the electric field, strain, temperature and polarization. During the adiabatic depolarization process, the polarization decreases in the direction of electric field and domain transition takes place. In the absence of the electric field, the domain transition doesn\'t lead to heating during the spontaneous depolarization process.

In order to investigate the effect of strain on the domain transition, [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} gives the polarization distributions with different temperatures and electric fields in the ferroelectric nanotubes subjected to an in-plane tensile strain of ε~11~ = ε~22~ = 0.39%. When the electric field is absent, polarizations form vortex structures for all given temperatures, which are similar to those of compressive strain in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. When an electric field is applied, there is no 90° domain structure due to the effect of tensile strain in the *x*~1~--*x*~2~ plane. However, there exists polarization component in *x*~3~ direction induced by electric field for all given temperatures although the polarizations do not form a multi-domain state like [Fig. 2(c)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. The absence of multi-domain state under a tensile strain indicate that the strain play an essential role in the domain transition.

To understand the temperature dependence of polarization, [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows the changes in polarization magnitude \|*P*\| and polarization component P~3~ in the nanotubes when temperature increases, which are the average values for all nodes. When temperature is less than 25°C, polarization magnitudes \|*P*\| and polarization component P~3~ have almost the same value as indicated in [Fig. 4 (a) (b) (c)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}.When temperature increases to 30°C, the polarization magnitudes decrease shapely and then become stable for all cases. Nevertheless, the stable values of polarization magnitude are different for all cases. For the case of compressive in-plane strain, the stable values of polarization magnitude have a large difference under different electric fields. In the absence of electric field, the value is close to zero, which indicates the system becomes paraelectric phase. The appearance of phase transition from ferroelectric to paraelectric state at 30°C is attributed to the size effect of the nanotube. When the electric field increases, polarization magnitudes would increase. On the other hand, the values of polarization magnitude are close for all different electric fields, when the in-plane strain becomes tensile. Interestingly, the polarization magnitude is close to 0.2 C/m^2^ even the temperature is higher than Curie temperature in the absence of electric field, which implies the in-plane tensile strain can induce the in-plane polarizations. When the strains are absent, the trend of polarization change with temperatures is similar to that of tensile strain. [Fig. 4 (d) (e) and (f)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} give temperature dependences of polarization component P~3~ for those cases. P~3~ decreases suddenly when temperature increases to 30°C for the compressive strain. The abrupt change is induced by the phase transition and domain transition at the same time, which will influence the adiabatic temperature change. When the temperature increases to 300°C, P~3~ has less change for all cases.

Adiabatic temperature change near room temperature
--------------------------------------------------

In order to understand the change of the derivative of polarization with respect to temperature, [Fig. 5 (a) (b) and (c)](#f5){ref-type="fig"} give the variation of the average value of d*P~3~*/dT under different electric fields in the ferroelectric nanotubes subjected to the compressive strain of ε~11~ = ε~22~ = −0.39%, the tensile strain of ε~11~ = ε~22~ = 0.39%, and without strain, respectively. It is found that the maximum value of dP~3~/dT appears near room temperature, which is close to the corresponding domain transition temperature and ferroelectric transition temperature for both the compressive and tensile strains. However, the variation of dP~3~/dT is quite small when the temperature is larger than room temperature, as shown in [Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. Interestingly, for the compressive strain of [Fig. 5 (a)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, the average value of dP~3~/dT is negative in the whole temperature range while it is positive for the case of tensile strain. Furthermore, its magnitude is much larger than that of [Fig. 5 (b)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. The positive dP~3~/dT under tensile strain may be due to the fact that the polarization vectors are easier to rotate orientations along the applied electric with a smaller magnitude at high temperature. Due to the influence of dP~3~/dT, the maximum values of the adiabatic temperature changes are 10.3 K and −0.5 K for the compressive strain of ε~11~ = ε~22~ = −0.39% and the tensile strain of ε~11~ = ε~22~ = 0.39%, respectively, which appear around the phase transition temperature and domain transition temperature, as shown in [Fig. 6(a) and (b)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. The adiabatic temperature change induced by domain transition in ferroelectric nanotubes under a compressive strain is 3 times larger than that of ferroelectric thin film[@b19]. When the strain is absent, the largest adiabatic temperature change is 1.4 K as shown in [Fig. 6 (c)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}, which is induced by the ferroelectric transition. These results imply that the domain transition is responsible for the giant ECE of ferroelectric nanotube that appears only under the compressive strains, which is consists with the influence of domain transition on the electrocaloric properties of 2D PbTiO~3~ model[@b21]. Moreover, the maximum value of the temperature change increases with the increase of the electric field for both cases.

Influence of strains on the adiabatic temperature change
--------------------------------------------------------

To further investigate the influence of strain on the adiabatic temperature change, [Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"} shows the temperature dependence of adiabatic temperature changes under different electric fields in the ferroelectric nanotubes with different tensile and compressive strains, respectively. For all curves of [Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}, there is a peak which is near room temperature. When the in-plane compressive strain is applied, the maximum adiabatic temperature change of the nanotubes increases, as shown in [Fig. 7 (a) and (b)](#f7){ref-type="fig"}. The maximum adiabatic temperature change reach 4.1 K and 7.7 K due to the domain transition for the compressive strains of ε~11~ = ε~22~ = −0.124% and ε~11~ = ε~22~ = −0.248%, respectively, which are several times larger than that without strain. Because there is no domain transition in the nanotube under a tensile strain, the maximum adiabatic temperature changes are smaller than that without strain, as indicated by [Fig. 7 (c)--(d)](#f7){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 6(c)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. Furthermore, the maximum adiabatic change decreases when the tensile strain increases from ε~11~ = ε~22~ = 0.124% and ε~11~ = ε~22~ = 0.248%. The strain dependence of adiabatic temperature change suggests that the ECE of ferroelectric nanotubes can be effectively tuned by the external strain.

Discussion
==========

In in this work, we have shown that a giant adiabatic temperature change near room temperature in the ferroelectric nanotubes subjected to an in-plane compressive strain. The giant adiabatic temperature is induced by the extrinsic contribution from multi-domain to mono-domain transition, which is much larger than the intrinsic one. The domain transition from a multiply domain state to single domain takes place with the minimization of total free energy, which involves a dedicated interplay among the electric field, strain, temperature and polarization. The epitaxial strain induced by the mismatch between the nanotube and substrate plays an essential role in the domain transition, which can be used to tune the magnitude of the adiabatic temperature change. Careful selection of external strain allows us to harness the extrinsic contribution of domain transition to obtain large adiabatic temperature change near room temperature. The present work may stimulate experimental investigations of perovskite ferroelectric nanotubes as solid state cooling components, in addition to theoretical studies of the interplay of couplings among the electric field, strain, temperature and polarization degrees of freedom.

Methods
=======

Simulation methodology
----------------------

To model the ferroelectric phase transition and domain transition, polarization ***P*** = (*P*~1~, *P*~2~, *P*~3~) is used as the order parameter based on the Landau-Devonshire theory. Differing from the homogeneous assumption in mono-domain thermodynamic model, the thermodynamic free energy in the phase-field model is described in terms of spatially continuous but inhomogeneous polarization, in which the nonlocal energy of polarization gradient is explicitly taken into account. The phase transition and domain transition are direct consequences of the minimization process of the total free energy of the entire system. The total free energy of the ferroelectric is usually obtained by integrating an electrical enthalpy over the whole volume, which can be expressed as[@b23]

In [Eq. (1)](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the first three terms represent the Landau energy, where *α~i~* is the dielectric stiffness, *α~ij~* and *α~ijk~* are higher order dielectric stiffnesses. The fourth term denotes the elastic energy of the system, where *ε~ij~* and *c~ijkl~* are the strains and elastic constants, respectively. The fifth term denotes the coupling energy between the polarizations and strains, where *q~ijkl~* are the electrostrictive coefficients. The sixth term is the gradient energy, i.e. the domain wall energy, where *g~ijkl~* are the gradient coefficients and *P~i,j~* denotes the spatial derivative of the *i* th component of the polarization vector, *P~i~*, with respect to the *j* th coordinate and *i,j* = 1,2,3. The gradient energy gives the energy penalty for spatially inhomogeneous polarization. The last terms are the electric energy density due to the presence of electric field, in which ε~0~ is the dielectric constant of the vacuum and *E~i~* is the total electric field including the external electric field and depolarization field. With the electrical enthalpy of of [Eq. (1)](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the stresses and electric displacements can be derived as *σ~ij~* = ∂*f*/∂*ε~ij~* and *D~i~* = −∂*f*/∂*E~i~* respectively.

In the phase field model, the temporal evolution of spatially inhomogeneous polarization can be obtained from the following time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equation[@b23], where *L* is the kinetic coefficient, is the total free energy of the simulated system. The variation of at the right hand side of [Eq. (2)](#m2){ref-type="disp-formula"} represents the thermodynamic driving force for the spatial and temporal evolution of polarization, ***r*** = (*x*~1~, *x*~2~, *x*~3~) denotes the spatial vector and *t* is time. In addition to [Eq. (2)](#m2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the mechanical and electrical equilibrium equations of *σ~ij,j~* = 0 and *D~i,i~* = 0 must be satisfied at the same time for charge and body force free ferroelectric materials. To solve [Eq. (2)](#m2){ref-type="disp-formula"} by the finite element method, an eight-node brick element with seven degrees of freedom at each node is employed for the space discretization, and the backward Euler iteration method is adopted for the time integration[@b23][@b24][@b25]. In the presence of an external electric field, the adiabatic temperature change is calculated by[@b18] where *C~E~*(*T*, *E*) is the heat capacity per unit volume at constant electric field. Following Karthik and Martin[@b19], the contribution of the polarization to the heat capacity is neglected in the present work. The absolute value of the heat capacity of PbTiO~3~ is approximately constant as 3.0 × 10^6^ *J*/m^3^*K* in our calculation.

Simulation model
----------------

To demonstrate the large ECE near room temperature induced by domain transition, a PbTiO~3~ ferroelectric nanotube epitaxially grown on a substrate is investigated as shown in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. The substrate can provide tensile or compressive in-plane strain for the ferroelectric nanotubes through lattice or thermal mismatch. The top and bottom of the nanotube are covered by metal electrodes, on which different electrical potentials are given to apply different electric fields. In order to consider the material degradation at electrode-ferroelectrics interface, two dielectric layers at the upper and lower interfaces, i.e. the common "deadlayers" in ferroelectric capacitors, are included in the model tube. The inner and outer radii of the nanotube are 8 nm and 16 nm, respectively. The height of the nanotube is 16 nm including the deadlayers. In the simulation, we employ 8000 discrete brick elements to model the nanotube. All the materials constants used in the simulation are the same as those of Ref. [@b21]. For convenience, all the materials parameters are normalized and the normalized equations are solved. The normalized formula in the present study is the same as that used in the previous work[@b21]. The superscript \* represents the normalized value in this paper. The stable domain structures are simulated in the ferroelectric nanotubes with different misfit strains, temperatures and electric fields. The in-plane compressive and tensile strains are applied to the nanotube by giving tensile and compressive displacements, respectively, to all nodes in the top surface and fixing the vertical displacement of all nodes at the bottom interface. To obtain the stable polarization distribution at each temperature, the time step is set as Δ*t*\* = 0.04 and the total numbers of steps is taken as 2000.
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![Schematic illustration of a PbTiO~3~ ferroelectric nanotube with upper and lower electrodes epitaxially grown on a substrate.\
Two deadlayers at the upper and lower interfaces are included to model the material degradation at electrode-ferroelectrics interface.](srep07728-f1){#f1}

![The polarization distributions of ferroelectric nanotube under different electric fields and temperatures when the in-plane compressive strain is ε~11~ = ε~22~ = −0.39%.\
(a) and (b) show the polarization distributions without external electric field at 25°C and 30°C, respectively; (c) and (d) show the polarization distributions with the normalized electric field of E~3~\* = 0.5 at 25°C and 30°C, respectively. The multi-domain to mono-domain transition takes place from (c) to (d), which is the origin of the large adiabatic temperature change in the nanotube. The thick black arrows show the direction of polarizations in a domain and the small white arrows denote local polarization vectors.](srep07728-f2){#f2}

![The polarization distributions of ferroelectric nanotube under different electric fields and temperatures when the in-plane tensile strain is ε~11~ = ε~22~ = 0.39%.\
(a) and (b) show the polarization distributions without external electric field at 25°C and 30°C, respectively; (c) and (d) show the polarization distributions with the external electric field of E~3~\* = 0.5 at 25°C and 30°C, respectively. The thick black arrows show the direction of polarizations in the polarization vortex.](srep07728-f3){#f3}

![Temperature dependence of the averaged polarization magnitude \|*P*\| and polarization component P~3~ along with the direction of the electric field E~3~ in the ferroelectric nanotube subjected to different electric fields.\
(a) and (d) with the in-plane compressive strain of ε~11~ = ε~22~ = −0.39%; (b) and (e) with the in-plane tensile strain of ε~11~ = ε~22~ = 0.39%; (c) and (f) without strain.](srep07728-f4){#f4}

![The temperature dependences of dP~3~/dT for the ferroelectric nanotubes subjected to (a) the in-plane compressive strain of ε~11~ = ε~22~ = −0.39%. (b) the in-plane tensile strain of ε~11~ = ε~22~ = 0.39%; (c)without strain. The maximum values of dP~3~/dT appear at the temperature 25°C, which is close to the corresponding domain transition and phase transition temperatures.](srep07728-f5){#f5}

![Temperature dependence of the averaged adiabatic temperature change under different electric fields of E\* = 0.5 and E\* = 1.0 in the ferroelectric nanotube subjected to (a) the in-plane compressive strain of ε~11~ = ε~22~ = −0.39%; (b) the in-plane tensile strain of ε~11~ = ε~22~ = 0.39%; (c) without strain.](srep07728-f6){#f6}

![Temperature dependence of averaged temperature change under different electric fields of E~3~\* = 0.4 and E~3~\* = 0.8 in the ferroelectric nanotube subjected to (a) and (b) the compressive strains; (c) and (d) the tensile strains.](srep07728-f7){#f7}
